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Background

• IALSA:  Integrative Analysis of Longitudinal Studies of Ageing  (initially established in 

2005, ongoing with NIH funding)

• 109  studies in the network, 60 of them fully catalogued

• 3 different work packages, including package on cognitive aging and physical health 

(Piccinin & Muniz-Terrera)

• IALSA aims at  generation of strong and robust evidence about scientific findings.

• For this, we tend to use a multi cohort approach for our work



• Studies  differ in design (follow up time, separation of data collection waves, cohort 

differences)

• Numerous tests exist to measure the same cognitive function (ex: verbal fluency, 

immediate recall, orientation). Test differ either @ item level/completely different test

• Differences in other domains (ex: physical activity scales)

• So, given a research question (ex: is education associated with level or rate of change in 

memory?),  how can we go about evaluating whether a result in  a specific study 

replicates, so that we start to believe it’s “a thing”?

• Life is “easier” in some other fields, where IPD, meta analyses techniques have flourished, 

but we usually deal with heterogeneity in measures that limit our ability to combine data



Example

• Is education associated with rate of change in global cognitive function?

• Cognitive reserve hypothesis: individuals

with higher reserve can cope with 

pathological brain damage  for longer

• Education commonly used proxy for reserve

• Numerous studies have evaluated 

this question . Let’s examine some of them

Existing
publications





Differences 
in outcomes

Differences
in methods

Differences in 
covariates 
available

All potential sources of heterogeneity in results reported!

Differences in 
coding of
covariates



Coordinated Analyses

• We cannot control some sources of heterogeneity (separation of 

waves, timing of cohort, data available)

• But we can use the same/as similar as possible analytical method  in 

multiple studies

• Independent analyses of datasets (no data pooling)

• Permits evaluation of consistency of patterns of associations

• Within this framework, we did a coordinated analyses of MMSE 

scores in 6 longitudinal studies of ageing



How we did it:
• In depth understanding of data from 6  studies 

• SATSA, OCTO & H70 ( Sweden), CLS (Australia), LASA ( Netherlands), HOPE ( Scotland)

• Education :

• HOPE :9 years of education was the median value

• H-70, OCTO-Twin, SATSA: median 6 yrs.

• LASA : median 6 years of education. 

• CLS: median education of 11 years. 

• Considering the median and range for each study, the approach here was to code 
education as a continuous variable, with the exception of H-70 (already coded 6 vs. >6 
years) and SATSA (with four categories, rescored to match H-70

• Latent growth model adjusted for age (@83 yrs), sex, education







But in this case we had access to data from most 
studies

• That is not always the case, which results in multiple challenges
• Data access- several groups do not/cannot share their data
• When data sharing ok, data transfer agreements can take a long time 

We came up with a solution:
• Organisation of workshops

• PIs contacted and asked to nominate early career researcher (ECR)
• ECR analyse data from study they are affiliated to 

• Win-win situation (training+ publication + in depth knowledge 
of data by analyst)

• Data not shared
• Joint publication



Example 2

Question: 
Is education associated 
with transitions across 
an individual’s  entire 
cognitive journey & 
death?

Steps:
• Identified suitable 

studies
• Contacted PIs and 

invited early career 
researchers (ECR)

• Got together in 
Amsterdam

• Trained ECR & 
discussed analyses

• TCs as follow up after 
workshop

• VOILA!!









Challenges
• Time to publication- because each paper involves analysis of multiple 

cohorts, it takes longer to complete a paper

• Cultural shift required (from evaluators, editors, PIs). Longer papers. 
We had 9 reviewers!

• Full coordinated analysis not always possible (MSM leisure activities, 
gait speed)

• We suggest subgroup analyses & sensitivity analyses (adding to length 
of paper) though much more thorough work

• Requires longer term commitment & funding



Advantages
• Allows evaluation of replication & produces strong evidence

• Avoids 2 step approach (analytical harmonisation that may be “noisy” + 

data pooling)

• Smooths out analytical differences, hence reducing  potential sources of  

conflicting results

• Avoid lengthy and tiring data transfer agreements

• Our meetings involve training  & networking opportunities for ECR

• Win win situation!
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